
HORROR

GATESEVEN (horror) INSPIRED FROM A TRUE STORY – A church where
gruesome murders take place conjure the devil to earth unless he can be stopped
by a professor of the supernatural and smart ass detective.  ©

THE GRAVEST MISTAKE (horror) – A rich old woman dies while her caretaker
and her friends plan a grave robbery that will haunt them for eternity.  (C)

INTO THE FRIGHT (horror) – A cemetery where a pact with the devil is made
for souls may lead a sister to do things out of this world to get her sister back.
(C)

KURTIS (horror) – A story about a guy suffering from past drug use staying with
his dad when all the people start to get murdered.  A whodunnit tale that will keep
you guessing till the last minute about family and friends, how murder brings them
all together.   ©

TRUE HISPANIC URBAN LEGENDS 1 & 2 (horror-sequels) – Hispanic  urban
legends Lechusa, Leyorona, Chupacabra and more come to life in this “Tale  From
the Crypt” type stories that will scare us over and over.  (C)

VAN HAUNTING (horror) – A private eye who can see the supernatural world in
order to discover the secrets to his wife’s death.  (C)

VI – VLAD THE IMPALER (horror) - Forget everything you know about
vampires as this fictional account of Vlad the Impaler’s rise to power, life against
his son, and death of his love.  ©

THE DISTURBAN LEGEND (horror) - A wife dies unexpectedly, a husband
plays the devil in poker for her soul, a gypsy summons the spirits for fertility, and
a detective unravels a cult when DISTURBAN LEGENDS come to life.   ©

DAYSCARE (horror) – A tragedy shooting at a daycare closes it down for years
until it reopens but the grounds were never cleansed as a teacher gets the scare of
her life trying to solve the mystery.   (C)



EVILUTION (horror) – Zombies run amuck while groups try to survive only to
realize that human zombies are the beginning of their troubles due to zombies
eating animals and worse to evolve.  (C)

EBONIC PLAGUE (horror) -  A football player who dabbles in Voodoo to
improve his game until one day a group of racists come after his source.  Wrong
place at the wrong time they kill him but only to bring him back as their worst
nightmare, the Ebonic Plague… (IC)

HANGING GROVE (horror) - A tree where many people were hung and
suffering occurred.  The house has a family move in but only to notice creepy
stuff happening due to the past as it is about to corrupt the present.  Evil never
dies but will it die long enough to let life live? ©

BABY PHARM (horrorgin) - With history of ALL the Chucky movies out, we
delve into the past and try to locate where Chucky came from.  We discover that
his father was a doctor who lost a wife and child, in order to try to contact them
he delves into adrenochrome only to discover the dark hides in truth and what
you get in the end is not what you think.  ©

C.L. (CRYSTAL LAKE) (horrorgin) - Every Freddy and Jason movie tells you
about what happened after the fact as we even witnessed Freddy vs. Jason but
now it’s time we see where they both came from.  In order to do this we go to
Crystal Lake and find Jason’s parents as counselors there.  Murders start to take
place as an FBI agent, Freddy’s dad tries to figure it out only to have their
children’s lives intersect and create a legacy of horror that started here… ©

AU PREY/DAWN OF SKYNET (horrorgin -trilogy) - All the “Predator” and
“Terminator” movies we have seen as even “Alien” was thrown in the mix as
we see in this story how Skynet started and Predator was actually created.  Only
to discover that they will be enemies and try to take each other out along with
mankind…  ©

DRAMA



69 TEARS (drama) – A lesbian lovers“Natural Born Killers” when one body turns
into a string of revenge kills for battered women but how many can they get
before the FBI steps in? ©

MYSTERYINK, IBLIS’S INK, & DEMONINK  (drama -trilogy) A “Final
Destination” trilogy when a tattoo shop imprints blueprints to  deaths through ink,
only those who change the path of their lives can escape death. (C)

EQUAKILL (drama) – A drunk driver kills a family except a boy who grows to
become a lawyer taking cases to track child molesters, rapists, and worse to their
demise. (C)

FRACK & KASH (drama) – Two brothers from a wealthy family move to
America for education but have to get street wise before the black market erases
their family tree. (C)

A GOOD THING GONE (drama) – A “John Q” story with a family tragedy that
makes a father an son learn how to deal with a broken heart and a single mother to
live a below average life while none if us can escape destiny of death.  ©

DIAMOND THROUGH THE ROUGH (drama) – A guy makes all the wrong
decisions in life leading to all the wrong places, but may finally realize all the
negative was needed to get to the positive in life. (C)

A MOTHER’S LOVE (drama) – When a father’s murdered by crackheads in
front of his son, a mother must raise two boys to become men but the past comes
back to haunt them hoping to lead to a better ending the second time around.  (C)

AN ARRANGED LOVE (drama) – Cultures clash when east meets west; a family
moves to America for the good life, only to realize the cost of freedom isn’t easy.
(C)

AVANGELA (drama) – An unlucky stripper rescued from a car crash, instead
of  taking the hint she goes back to her old ways, leading downward into a spiral
from which there isn’t another chance. (C)



WICKED WICCAN (drama) – A serial killer is on the loose who is collecting
body parts from victims based off the tree of life in order to gain eternal life as a
detective and Wiccan expert give chase to unravel the madness. (C)

FAMILY TREEASON (drama) – The brutal realities of child abuse where a man
develops ultimate animosity as he tries to discover the roots of his family tree, but
when he gets too deep, he realizes some secrets are best kept in the closet. ©

HEART LIKE A STONE (drama) BASED ON TRUE EVENTS – The true story
dedicated to my late father, telling his story of how he moved from another
country to America to have a better life for his family and the obstacles of reality
in the land of freedom. (C)

THE MYSTIC (drama) – A man set out to prove to the world that all religions are
one, that men are all the same inside, and that it’s all about having a good heart
when the wrong people try to assassinate him because the truth won’t just set you
free, but hurt more than the superficial lies we are led to believe. (C)

PREYDATORS (drama) – A father tries to get revenge for his abducted child as
he takes the law into his own hands to get the culprit, only to find a ring of
molesters  along the way. ©

ROLLER COKESTERS (drama) – “Traffic” meets “Crash” in this story of the
affects of cocaine on everyone around it, from the dealers, users, the families, and
even the police going after it as all their lives intersect and collide shattering all
the innocence around it proving that dope is not as glamorous as it’s said to be. ©

NBA – NEVER BET AGAIN (sports/drama) – An NBA all star right out of high
school that is the best player to ever grace the court, but his dark secrets about the
mafia making him throw games during the season, then the playoffs making him
decide what is more important, his team and career or his family? (C)

LSD – LONG, STRANGE DAYZE (drama) – A guy eats acid for the first time as
he has the craziest trip ever while experiencing true euphoric feelings which open
his mind up to levels never imagined, when he finally sees the ugly truth about the
world over a few hours which last a lifetime. (C)



ALL LIVES MATTER (drama) - A convict that is innocent trying to get the help
of innocent projects but the racism around a town protects the guilty party.  A
group of lawyer friends must risk justice, freedom, and their lives to save not just
their client but prove that all lives matter.  ©

TERMINILL (drama) - A spoiled party animal overdoses for the umpteenth time
that year.  While in the hospital this time he meets a kid with terminal cancer that
will change his life and hopefully open his eyes to how precious life truly is. ©

THINGS THAT STAY IN VEGAS (drama) - A group of friends go to Vegas to
party only to get caught up owing the wrong people for the wrong prostitute that
causes things to carry over to their personal lives back at home.  What they will all
do to keep things quiet and in Vegas, where they need to stay buried if need be.  ©

2 TO 10 CHIVA (drama) -  A story about a heroin addict and how dealing it ,
using it affects not just his life but his family and his best friend who overdoses
from it. ©

SUSPENSE

696 (suspense) – Spiraling down the path of madness, a detective witnesses some
of the most horrific murders in his career, all of which lead him to a vicious
satanic cult.  ©

ISLE OF DOOM (suspense) - BASED ON TRUE EVENTS - Two lesbian lovers
move to Galveston, TX and open up a daiquiri shop. They start to see and hear
things in their house; not sure if good or bad. Only after a few nights, what they
see is enough to let them know which one.  ©

PSYN (Pseudo Substances Yielding Necrosis) - (suspense) Fake drugs,
government conspiracies, and particular fields of work leading to the
devil  himself wind up these 3 stories tying together to horrible scenarios
that actually affect today’s society. ©

I AM POSSIBLE (drama) - A story about a man who goes to disprove



God and all the beliefs of things by people.  But through this he draws the
attention of the people who don’t want this and try to take him out.  But is
it cause he is wrong or actually right? ©

TRIDULTERATE/INFERNAL DEMANIPULATION -
(suspense/drama/action - trilogy) - A tale about 3 couples and how their
lives come together through cheating.  How the ifs and buts of a situation
may change the end result.  This trilogy carries over to the man who
works for the devil and how it will lead to a war against heaven and the
eventual end of the world. (2 C AND INC)

PRISM (suspense) - A detective about to retire but his last case leads him
down a dark road that may not let him end how he wanted to.  A wife at
home who begs for his attention and a boss who won’t let him stop giving
cases attention.  At the end he must decide which to choose before it kills
him. ©

HOMEINCIDE (suspense) - A family with a blacksheep brother who gets
charged for something he actually didn’t do.  See how deep blood runs
when someone you love tries to change but the world won’t let him. ©

COMEDY

THE AFTERPARTY (comedy) - A “Tale of Two Cities” about two twin brothers,
one a hopeless, dope dealing romantic, looking for love in the wrong places, the
other a party fanatic, both discover how fake people are and when the party stops,
so does the lifestyle.  (C)

DOWN HERE AT THE HASHBAR (comedy) – “Half Baked” meets “Road
Trip”, as we follow three friends trying to find the ultimate hash bar in
Amsterdam, but what they encounter along the way will make it a trip they will
never forget. ©

WWW.BLACKPAGE.COM (comedy) - A story about a new dating website as
a group of friends go on dates that are out of this world ridiculous.  Will they

http://www.blackpage.com


find true love on a site that has a 0% success rate?  Only after going on
blackpage will we find out. ©

SHARDLEE’S ANGELS (comedy spoof) - A spoof on “Charlie’s Angels”
about 3 angels that use meth and get caught up in a dope deal gone wrong.
Now after one is kidnapped the others must save her or die trying through
excessive drug use. ©

RETRADED (comedy) - A guy on an LSD trip sees a mentally disabled greeter
at Wal-Mart actually makes sense and so decides to kidnap him only to find out
an alien invasion is about to take place.  And only the retarded retraded know
the details. (IC)

FLYBACKS (comedy) - A homophobic ex-mobster grandpa has a heart attack
and dies taking his gay grandson shopping only to come back and haunt the
most recent fashion for homos, flybacks.  A detective must solve the case
before more queers are killed.  (C)

GANGSTER

HOODFELLAZ (gangster-cartel) – An ex-con who gets out and cannot find work,
gets involved  with the drug cartels in Mexico when those he thought he could
ultimately trust  turn against him. ©

LONESTAR GANGSTER (gangster) – A man’s rise to power in the dope game as
he always tries to separate family and business, but once he gets caught up, his
investors make his family their business as he finds out the hard way that there
aren’t any friends in the dope game.  (C)

VISIBLE BLIND SPOTS 1 & 2 (gangster - sequels) - A drug dealer is set up
with a garbage man for the mob, but becomes involved when he sees too much
and tries to get out, it’s too late and now his brother must try to get him out of a
game that was never that to begin with. (C)

SMOKE/CHRONICLES OF SMOKE (gangster - sequels) - The making of an
assassin as  choices and people in his life teach him the best lesson, how to do the



job without  remorse. In the second story we follow his hits and jobs that made
him a legend  as there will never be another like him, wether that is good or bad…
(C)

AMERICAN FELON: ANGEL LIVES, DEVIL LIVES, & ETERNAL LIVES
(gangster - trilogy) – A street “Godfather” tale about family and honor. The
gangster life a man chooses over his family only to find out the past will always
come back to haunt and hurt those around him. (C)

DEATH THEFT AUTO (gangster-cartel) - A cartel leaves their stash in a car that
is bought by a lady in another state.  They try to go recover it only to find out it
has been found by someone else as they will stop at nothing or killing anyone to
get it back. ©

STREET WHISPERER (gangster) - A lady is raped and doped up as she wakes
up with the superpower ability to hear the streets and its’ problems.  The
gangsters she used to work with may be the ones responsible for hurting her as
she must set up both sides to finally solve her case of hurt and abilities. (IC)

HACKED M.T. (gangster) - A computer hacker starts to work for an organization
that is deeper than he knows.  Once he tries to leave they set him up for crimes to
send him to prison he gets out and must find a way to get the people back that set
him up in the first place. (IC)

BROTHERLY BLOOD (gangster-cartel) - A man tries to raise his kids right
through a grave business when an accident makes one of the sons run away and
get raised by cartel members.  Once he finds his old family and mixes with his
new family he must decide which side to take as brotherly blood can’t be mixed
with both. ©

DEATH OF THE G CODE (gangster-cartel) - A guy must get his family out of
harm’s way working for the cartels.  But the things he has done may be too much
for him to get out let alone his family as things today aren’t what they used to be
especially since the death of loyalty, honor, and the G code.  (IC)

BFF(BEST FAKE FRIENDS) (gangster-hood) - A guy learns to sell crack and
move up the game since he has no family.  But this road leads him to witness death



for those he loves and even prison as he realizes in this game there are no real
friends but only best fake friends.  ©

ACTION

BALANCE OF POWER (action) – A rated R “Lord of the Rings”, the tale where
humans cease to exist, so when aliens from another planet come to take earth’s
gold, a war is summoned amongst the creatures of the land in an adventure that
will take you beyond the realm of imagination.  ©

CLASH OF THE GODS (action) – A remake of “Clash of the Titans” but instead
we follow the life of the son of Hades, Lucifer, his rise to power, and how he
transforms the underworld into hell, exterminating the earth of all other Gods
along the way.  ©

THE DARKEST KNIGHT (action) – Humans call upon Lucifer’s army of
darkness, when they are at the bottom of the barrel; three people make deals with
the devil and their lives intersect and collide, as they realize that some fires burn
more than others when played with.  ©

DR. J & MR. H (action) – A modern day remake of “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”, a
scientist who finds a cure for cancer, but when his nemesis steals the formula and
uses it on himself, transforming into a monster, Dr. J has no choice but to do the
same in order to stop him.  ©

GATEWAY THROUGH HELLS (action) – An ex hitman for the mob kills some
thugs trying to rape and rob his wife, gets the death penalty for murder as his wife
kills herself while visiting him, when all is lost he builds a portal to journey
through hell to get his wife’s soul back.  ©

HALLOW’S EVE: DUSK/DAWN (action - sequels) – In a small, haunted town,
Hallow’s Eve, the  watcher of the place is asked to step in and stop a horde of
more evil than the  town has ever seen before it destroys the very essence of the
small, precarious  place.  ©

HELL’S SASSIN, HEAVEN’S SASSIN, & LEGEND’S SASSIN  (action



trilogy) – A drug lord is killed in a police chase as he awakes in purgatory where
he will decide where he goes in the next life, he must choose to become an
assassin for heaven or hell over this trilogy of epic proportions.  ©

INNER NINJA (action) – The last of the ninja clan is trained by his late father’s
master, but after his master is killed he must track the killer to America as he
discovers it is the same person who killed his father, now he must use all his
training to avenge his clan and family from an eternal enemy.  ©

JUMAHWOLF (action) – A dude is randomly bit by a werewolf as he plots
revenge against all those who set him up, but soon realizes he isn’t the only
werewolf in town as a clan tries to recruit him for special purposes.  ©

KNIGHTMARE (action) – A young knight in training must save the kingdom by
finding the ultimate weapon no regular person can plunge out from a volcano, but
then has to decide to save the princess he loves or the kingdom he respects in this
tale of love and honor.  ©

LABINNAC (action) – Mankind develops a special submarine to travel to the
center of the Bermuda triangle to discover an island which looks like paradise at
first, but soon discover its’ cannibalistic brain eating inhabitants who make sure
no one ever leaves alive. ©

MANTRA MINDS (action) – A king has a boy through a commoner, instead of
killing the baby like the servant raises him as his own as over the years the
kingdom is threatened when Hindu gods come to the boy and tell him to pass a
number of tests in order to save a kingdom he has never known.  ©

SANDEE (action) – Father Time and Mother Nature hook up, have a baby made
out of pure sand when Death comes knocking on their door killing them both and
leaving the child who grows and comes after Death and his horde of the undead in
order to save the earth. ©

HELLVERINE (action - MARVEL COMIC) - The story of Marvel’s Wolverine
character in a story about how he gives up his soul to save the ones he loves.  But
once he realizes he is going to kill them with no soul he must find a way to get his
soul back even if he has to get it from hell itself.  (IC)



SPIDER CARNAGE (action - MARVEL COMIC) - A story about Marvel’s
Spiderman where his Aunt May is shot and can’t be fixed.  The only way to save
her is to make a deal with Mephisto for the love of his life, Mary Jane and the
memory of Spiderman erased.  Once he does this the Avengers and everyone are
changed as those he thought were bad are good in a multiverse that may lead him
to a worse deal than he made to save his aunt.  (IC)

NIGHTCRAWLER (action - MARVEL COMIC) - The story f Marvel’s
Nightcrawler and how his father, Azazel and Mystique had him but had to give
him up to the circus.  How he meets the X-Men and more as we learn how and
where this hero got his powers. (IC)

OUTLAWS (action - DC COMIC) - A tale of DC’s Red Hood character and how
he is killed then brought back to life through the Lazarus Pit.  But once he is out
his attitude to crime fighting is more on revenge as even Batman doesn’t
recognize him or be able to help him from this change.  ©

WAR

EXCHANGEABLE HONOR (war) – A modern day “Romeo & Juliet” about a
US soldier falls in love with a girl overseas showing that even in the ugliest
places, love may blossom.  ©

WESTERN

LAWDOGS (western) – Triplet boys have their family torn apart by violence
when they are separated one raised by Indians, one by the town marshal, and one
by the leader of a ruthless gang; as they are grown to be enemies but once they
discover their true roots they must join together to fight the real enemy in this
“Tombstone” meets “3:10 to Yuma” western.  ©

SCI-FI

THE OTHER SIDE OF BLACK (sci-fi/action) – Humans discover a way to inject
humans with plant cells allowing travel anywhere in space, but when exploration



to a black hole turns into a portal, the crew will realize some places are better off
never explored. ©

UFO (sci-fi) – An alien abduction takes place as one man who escapes their
clutches is the only one who can stop their invasion.  Detectives take on a
case that can only be explained through the unexplainable; aliens. ©

COVID CONNECTION (sci-fi/suspense) - A man in prison who gives his
life sentence back after going through hell.  But with the Corona virus the
lives of all inside and out are changed.  Can he make it out before it kills
him?  ©

ASTRAAL PSY (sci-fi/action) - A world where drugs are actually tribes
that run the planet.  How they all go to war and the beginning of earth.  The
way life actually was created through drugs and war.  ©

DEATH SNEEZE (sci-fi/suspense) - A disease that is killing everyone that
is in contact with it.  The end of the world as we know it, as a group of
friends tries to survive this wild disease only to find out who is really
behind it. (C)

SIMU82L8TION (scit-fi/action trilogy) - All the smartest kids in the world
are called to a place where they are tested through a video game where you
can be ANYTHING you want.  One chooses to be a detective and one a
killer as they must chase each other down to see who wins in life and the
game.  A trilogy that continues following the life of the family who does
the best inside the game but outside have the most problems.  (2C AND
1IC)

SHORT FILMS

210 KILLER (suspense) - A wannabe director gets his friends to help him
with a movie to win a festival.  The price of fame that people all have and
pay as we see what his is.  ©

I’M THE PRESIDENT, YOU’RE NOT (action/suspense) - A cult of



Donald Trump followers that try to carry out his words in actions to the
world.  A detective tries to chase them down as the cases get worse, but will
he be able to stop before getting killed himself?  ©

PINKEE PROMISE (drama) - A connected guy leaves the love of his life
prom night to make a decision to move up in the underground world, but
when their paths cross again and he must decide to save or kill is when the
pinky promise will matter. ©

SEED OF FATE/KARMA (drama -sequels) - ©

DECISIONS (drama) - A man and what hiss choices have as an overall
effect of his life and changes in each one as each decision truly butterfly
effects the next.  (IC)

WILL SURVIVE (drama) - A convict is released only to have his wife and
daughter die in a car accident and left to raise his son on his own.  The
journey and struggle they have as he no experience or help to raise his sone
except love and what he learned inside. ©

SINNOCENCE (suspense) - A dark story about how the death of a baby
effects 3 groups of family for years.  A doctor confessing sins to doctor, a
boy’s initiation into a gang, a pregnancy as all the sins will come to light
making none innocent but sinnocent… (C)

P.P.M. (POST PARTUM MADNESS) (drama) - A lady post pregnancy goes
through the problems of life, work, and love to the point of madness.
Postpartum style. ©

SHAY-DEE/SHAY DREAD (drama/suspense - sequels) - Murders taking
place of people on dates.  A dating site that links them all.  A lady scorned
or can it be something worse?  Something SHAY-DEE is going on, only at
the end will you see what. (1C AND 1IC)

FOOD 4 TOTS (drama) -(C)



TV SHOWS

T.A.C.O. MAN (comedy - trilogy and roots) - God is gay.  The story behind
Adam and Steve.  A superhero with a gigantic boner.  The Church buys the
NFL to get people tickets to see Jesus.  The heads of the government run
everything.  President Rump who has an ass for a face wants to take over.
Everything you know will be made fun of, move over South Park, T.A.C.O.
man is here… (4C AND 3IC)

VISIBLE BLIND SPOTS (drama) - A story about a guy with a good family,
college, and more but makes the wrong choices.  Drugs.  Strippers.  Love.
College.  Family.  “Breaking Bad”  meets adult “Wonder Years”. ©

D.M.M. (DEATH METAL MUSICALS) (musical/drama) - Musicals of
tales of life but death metal style.  Pop and popular songs in death metal
played throughout stories. (3 Episodes C)

A.I. (ACCELERATED IONS) (comic action) - (IC)


